Material Properties
Gloster outdoor covers are custom fitted and made from taupe coloured Weathermax, a heavy duty 100% solution dyed polyester material.

Weathermax is a performance cover material combining UV resistance, water resistance, breathability and durability. The ability of the fabric to breath is essential in reducing dampness, heat build-up and condensation. This in turn reduces the chances of problems such as mould or mildew becoming present on the furniture underneath. We also add a ‘breather’ layer of Dacron where the covers are in contact with table tops to further aid breathability.

With typical attention to detail, each cover is tailored to the unique dimensions of our product, ensuring a perfect fit. As well as covers for individual items, we also offer covers for all our stacking chairs, meaning that a single cover can be used for a stack of four chairs. For several of our modular furniture collections, adjacent covers are designed to zip and Velcro® together so the entire set can be covered without the need to separate each item.

All covers feature either a strap and clip connector or ties to ensure security against wind.
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Fitting Instructions - Single Unit

1. Place fitted cover over back of chair
2. Position cover over chair arms and legs
3. Tilt the frame for easy access
4. Join elastic strap and clip connectors

Ventura Lounge Chair covered
Fitting Instructions - Sectional Unit

1. Remove side panel from an end-unit cover

2. Place cover on frame

3. Remove side panels from adjacent cover (Step 1) & place cover on frame (Gloster brand tag is at rear of frame)

4. Zip covers together (zipper starts at the back of frame)

5. Connect Velcro® strip

Continues on Page 4...
6. Remove side panel from end cover (Step 1), place cover on frame then zip and connect Velcro® (Step 4 & 5)

7. Tie cords around each leg (some sectionals will have strap and clip connectors)

Ventura Sectional covered

Covers can be removed as complete units or as individual sections
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Fitting Instructions - Occasional Table

1. Place cover over table top
2. Ensure table top is completely covered
3. Tilt the frame for easy access
4. Connect elastic strap and clip connectors